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s-tudents w.ho have
taken two or more years of Spanish'
in high school, or who are native
speak.ers, will no l<:mger be:! allowed
to take lower level Spanish courses,
according to a ne-.v Modern and
Classical languages (MCL) dept.
policy.
George F. Peters·, assistant chairman of MCL, said that beginning :in
the spring semester of 1978,
students who have studied Spanish
for two or more years in high
school may not enroll in the first
semester course (101) and those
who have had three or mor:e years
of formal study may not enroll in
the second seme~ter course (102).

Dean ·Has Final Approval
A new college of Arts and ·.· ·
Sciences policy will require that all .
courses not scheduling finals must
get individual approval from Dean •·
Nathaniel Wollman. · ·

"What I hve done is sent a notice
to all faculty indicating that,· that is
the policy in effect. If there is to be
any deviation, it must b'e with the
Petefs , said native Spanish
approval of the chairman and must
speakers who want to. take a , be submitted for my action," he
beginning course can take Spanir.;h ·said.
112 which is' designed to emphasize
formal grammar.
Professor James·Crow, chairman
of the journalism dept.', said he
"What is really involved here is a
lot more advising for students who
want to take Spanish courses. We
hope a lot of students will come in course () 01) with full credit.''
and talk," Peters said.
Peters said MCL would know if a
student
had ·taken high school
Previous requirements of the
Spanish courses by information
MCL dept., in the UNM general
catalog said "the student may elect obtained through ACT testing.
to begin with the first semester
Students are to indicate on the test

said the students fell. the bell-curve
gradi'ng method used in only ·
Spanish. 101 made it difficult to
compete with experienced Spanish
speakers,

; would probalby go to Wollman for
on several courses. "I
1 approval
··, guess Wollman has the right to
. • make that decision until someone
• challenges it. Although it will create
i a lot of paper work for him."

Requiring finals is not just the •··
.·policy of A & S Wollman said, "it
is stated in the University catalog
on page29.

Peters, said to be fair to-students
in Spanish JOtthis semester, a bellcurve which separated the experienced students from the nonexperienced students · will be
created. One bell curve averaging
all the students' grades will be the
basis for the grading of those who
have had pr~vious experience in the
language. Another excluding those
with previous experience will be the
basis for the students without
previous experience.

He said that any courses in
journalism lending themselves to
_; finals would have·them. However,
he indicated some misgivings about
the policy. "If he (Wollman) says
this, he has the right to come in and
tell us how to teach, and I don't
think he has that right," he sa'id.
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Wolrman said he has had a
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Nllth.,iel Wollm.,

· Peters said student criticism in
the Spai1ish IOJ classes bro~1ght
about the new requirements. He

have been approved. In a few cases
I raised some questions,'' he said.

have taken in high school.

course, approval must be obtained
from MCL. A student who took

Peters also said that a student
who chooses to bypass the
beginning Spanish courses can later
receive credit and a grade by completing the challenge procedure for
a course established by UNM.

Peters said if a student with
p·revious formal education in
Spanish wants to take a beginning

high school Spanish many years ago
would have a good reason to begin
with Spanish I OJ, Peters said.

Challenging a course entails passing
a test requiring the usc of information covered in the course.

how ·many years of language they
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Happy Birthday to all
persons bom on this date.
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Monday, November 14, 1977 ·

IJy MIKE HOEJ.'T
UlRO Stafl' Wrtler
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., heard recommendations
Friday from Indian leaders at Isleta
Pueblo for needed improvements in
the Indian Health Service (IHS). ·

',

.)

Kennedy, chairman of the Senate
health .subcommittee, heard testimonies from four Indian leaders
an~ three IHS representatives.

I

r
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"Despite dedicated efforts of the
IHS, the nation has failed to meet
the commitments to _provide
. Indians with the best possible
health care," Kennedy said. The
IHS can meet only a fraction of the
demand for· mental, public and
• environmental health needs."

leaders were improvement of sewer
systems, water quality, a need for
X-ray facilities, and emphasis on
Indian self-determination.

Ed Kennedy
Listens To
New MeXico's
Indian leaders

Dr.
James Andre,
IHS
psychiatric consultant for alcohol
abuse, said that. many economic,
mental and family problems are a
direct consequence of alcohol.
Alcohol accounts for 34 per cent of
deaths. Overall, alcohol is related
to 50 per cent of deaths, such as
cirrhosis, suicide and homicide, he
said. "I've seen cirrhosis cases
usually in men over 40. Now there
is a larger percentage of cases in
those under 25."
Dr. Emery Johnson, director of
Il-lS, said that the lack of personnel
is true. The I HS has regulations
that we cannot hire more, he said,.
So the IHS buys contract services
from private firms. Contract
services eat up 56 per cent of the
budget. Johnson recommended a
self-determination program which
would provide medical scholarships
to local Indians if they practice in
the community. This will take time
and a larger budget, he said.

The lac-k .of personnel and
facilities were cited by the leaders as
the major deficiencies of the service.· ,Stanley Paytiamo, governor
of Acoma Pueblo, said there are no
surgical facilities in the Acoma
clinic and that patients must travel
65 miles to Albuquerque for . ·
treatment.
(
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Kennedy said that the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act was
recently signed by HEW secretary
Joseph Califano. "This act will
include resources for training and
facilities for participation in Medicare and Medicaid programs,
01
Kennedv said.

Isleta Pueblo has a new clinic
with adequate equipment but the
facit'ity is not enough, said Ernest
Jaramillo, _lieutenant. governor of
Isleta Pueblo. "The clinic lacks
professional doctors and dentists.
Alcohol~ ollr number one problem,
can lead to mental health problems.
But alcohol is not treated as a ·
psychological problem, he said.

Kennedy was accompanied by his
sister-in-law, Ethel Kennedy,
widow of Sen. Robert Kennedy.
Also at the hearings were Mew
Mexican Republican Sens. Pete
Domenici and Harrison Schmitt.

Agnes Dill of Isleta Pueblo said
the overloaded staff forces nurses
to double as-custodial workers. Dill
said- a reason for overcrowded
clinics is that urban Indians who
have left the -reservation return to
Isleta's clinic for treatment. Other
proble'ms died by the Indian

During the four-day tour,
Kennedy has visited migrant labor
health problems in Southern
Californi_a and sen_ior citizens
health care in Atlanta, Ga. The
Senator will complete the tour with
a Stop in San Francisco for hearings
on bio-medical health planning.

"'

Sen. Edward Kennedy speaks on Indian health services during hearings at the Isleta Pueblo
Friday. The senator heard recommendations frQm four Native Americans on health care. To his
right is New Me1tico Sen. Pete Domenici.
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World News
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EcuadOrian straw treats
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Osmirold pens & sets
Speedball I Hunt I Gillott I Heintz 4 Blanckorh Pen points
Platlgnum pons & :sots
Pelikan 120 lountatn pen
Potlkan I Higgins t Winsor & Nowton I Osmlrold Inks
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Sadat Propositions U.S•.

.Q
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A complete hno of papers for calligraphy
Letlcring & Calligraphy books & manuals

10% Discount to Students
& T'achers with current I. D.
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:• ART CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 c.ntr.l A.,.. SE, Albuquerque, NM 17101/ 505-285-3733
&
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TEL AVIV, Israel (UP I) Government leaders Sunday said
they were dubious about Anwar
Sadat's suggestion that a U.S.
professor represent .Palestinians at
Middle East peace talks, and invited the Egyptian president ·to
name names.
Prime Minister Menahem begin
avoided the jousting over details for
a Geneva conference, but said he
would welcome a visit to Jerusalem
by Sadat. He said Israel and Egypt
are "exchanging statements" on
such a trip, "politely and with
· mutual honor."
Foreigh Minister Moshe Dayan
said Israel would accept no
negotiator with open ties to the
Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO). His statements appeared to
oppose the latest Egyptian
proposal, but Israeli diplomats said
it was not an outright rejection.

In Tunisia, however, a PLO
spokesman said Arab foreign
ministers Sunday decided the
guerrilla group must be invited to
any Geneva conference, or else
peace talks would be "null. and

void."

there and not elsewhere."
Sadat said Saturday he has
suggested to President Carter that a
U.S. professor of Palestinian origin
represent Palestinians at any
re!)ewed session of Middle East
peace talks. He did not mention the
guerrilla coalitio~ PLO, but
goverment officials in Egypt said
membership in the guerrilla
coalition should be a qualification
for such a position.

rI

l

'
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Sadat named no partieular
American in his proposal Saturday., but Dayan told the weekly
Israeli Cabinet meeting: "If he is
known as a PLO man or is
representing them, Israel will not
agree to his participation even if he
is a professor.."
.
"We are students,'' Begin said.
"We don't know yet who is the
professor. When we hear who it is
we shall take the decision."
Dayan said Israel was willing to
talk about the occupied West Bank
WASHINGTON (UPI)-of the Jordan and the Gaza Strip, President Carter says he has come
but "prefers the representation to to value loneliness, and the best
be in the hands of residents who live chance he has for it is at Camp
David, the chief executive's
Catoctin Mountain retreat in
Mar-yland.
In an interview with colUmnist
Jack Anderson fot Parade
Magazine, Carter said he likes to be
in crowds and make new friends,
but in his life of public prominence
WASHINGTON (UP!)- Health food is no better for you and
he
also values solitude. '
often more expensive than food available at the supermarket, the head
"Because it is such a rare thing
of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) saiil in an interview
published Sunday.
ror a president, I kind of hunger
after loneliness,'' he said.
Donald Kennedy, noting he hoped to strengthen FDA authority
'I
"When I go to c;amp David, it is
!
over foods,'said "there's not a whit of logic" to suggestions natural
the best opportunity I have.
foods ·are better because they have no chemical additives.
.~
Sometimes I get up very early in the
"Even if you assume that food additives are generally bad for
.~:
morning. Rosalynn sleeps until
!
you," Kennedy told U.S. News and World Report, "it doesn't follow
1
about
8
or
8:30
in
the
morning.
I
sit
that their absence somehow confers safety."
..
out on the back porch or walk out
Aflatoxin, a mold that grows on corn and peanuts, "is as natural as
in the woods by myself. The
it can be and about the worse carcinogen we know," Kennedy said .
security men are always in the
"Natural foods often cost more, but have no benefits that we can
' I'
distance taking care of me, but I
see over foods available in the regular marketplace."
feel alone.
,
Kennedy, a forn1~r Stanford University bidlogy professor; said ·he
·''But other than that, I wouldn't
wants changes in federal food laws "to broaden our authority to
~think I am a loner," he said.
insure safe and wholesome products."
r
On another subject, Carter said
Consumers need more adequate information about the nutritional
the three men whose actions or
value of food, Kennedy said. The government should "make sure
t
ideas
he most admired were his .. I
advertising claims (on food) are based on the information contained in
father, Navy Adm. Hyman ! '
the label or cover."
Rickover and the late President !
, Harrv Truman.
I

No.1·
Is the
Lonliest

2 Slices and a medium 7 -up

We want to thank all students
who made our grand opening a
success. In appreciation we are
offering this special. Th~nk you,

99c

Mon and Tues
(Nov. 14 & 15) 1 to 3 pm
1 coupon per person

Nunzias

COUPON SPECIAL s2so
from Casey Optical Co. 4312 Lomas NE

Hard Contact Lens Solution & Kit

Health Food Claims
Full of Bologna

It~'

"'.,.

i

• Liquifilm Wetting Solution 2 oz. bottle
• Clean & Soak Solution 4 oz. bottle
• LC·65 Lens Cleaner 1/2 oz. bottle
• Clean & Stow Storage Case
,r:Aotter good thru Dec. 15, 1977:

"

Double Cheese
and Med. Drink

,
ji

c

Save25c
WITH COUPON ONLY-EXPIRES NOV. 20, '77.
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Police React to Week of Terror

j

l
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Six women, including a nun who apparently had been taking drugs.
was raped in a convent, were
In the same spot, 5 foot 3
assaulted in the university area
during the .past week, and 14 have policewomen J o Ann Punneo, 30,
earlier shot and critically wounded
been sexually attacked since the fall
semester began, causing formation a man who tried to rape her at
of the decoy unit.
knifepoint only 15 minutes after the
Decoy officer Linda Mac- campus decoy operation began.
pherson, armed and wired with a
Officer Punneo, who is -married
microphone linking her to nearby
.
to
a policeman, wheeled quickly to
police units, was the latest rape
her
left, drawing her service
target before dawn Saturday.
revolver
from her belt, and shot her
A man who approached her at a
bus-stop bench followed her, threw assailant in the chest. Police
her to the ground and jumped on . identified him as Alexander
Salazar, 30, and he was reported in
her. Three officers moved in and
fair condition Sunday at San Jose
Hospital.

NUCLEAR POWER
INSTRUCTOR
Immediate instructor positions open at Navy Nuclear Power
School Orlando, Fla. Other options available. Minimum of
Bachelors degree in mathematics, physics, nuclear physics
or engineering with a GPA of 3.2 or higher. Must be between the ages of 19 and 29.
Sign Up in Placement Office
for a personal interview or
send resume to:
Nuclear Power Manager,
P.O. Box 8667,
.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

The week of terror at the
university began Nov. 6 a 46-year
old woman was dragged into bushes
and assaulted. Last Monday night,
a student was raped at kni fepoint in
a school building. On Tuesday, a
25-year old teacher's aide fought
off an attacker who she said had a
"Fu Manchu mustache."

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

No. 59

Monday through 'Friday c\lery regulnr week
of the University year and weekly during ~he
summer scsslon by tl1e Eoard of Student
Publications of the Univenityof New Mexico,
and is. not financially llssoclatcd with UNM.
Second claSs postage paid at Albuquerque,

New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate ts

$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Dally Lobo arc tho.se of thr•.
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·Perry's Pizza
Thick Square Sicilian Pizza
By The SHce and Pan

SEe 843-9150

l

JTA IJJA N

Expires ~ov. 20
. fl'f80Mon.- Thurs. 10·10
Fri.10-12
Sat.10·12
SUBS Sun.10:30·6p.m.
2206 Central SE
For outgoing orders call

!
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Buy One Slice
Get One Free
2pm- Closing Nov. 14
One

Per Customer
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Impeachment
Suggested
For Todd Pink

SO LAS S-ets Canal Forum
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U.S. Senate Rejection
Of Treaties Explored
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Face the Facts

..f

"
ll."
(EDITOR'S NOTE: We apologize for the length of today's editorial. but

I'
'

p..

in light of the many implications of the impending tuition increase, we
feel readers won't mind the lengthy commentary,)
The Regents approved a $10 increase In fees for the next academic
year, That means your tuition will go up by at least $10 per semester
because of the escal<!ting cost of the Student Health Center, Intramurals and Recreation program, Popejoy Hall, and other activities. Out
of your $260 tuition per semester, $128 goes for activities fees. Next ·
year that figure will be $138.
BUT THAT'S NOT ALL. The Board of Educational Finance is ex·
pected to approve a tuition increase of approximately 15 per cent at its
meeting this week in Santa Fe. That means tuition will be going up
another $18.
Put the two figures together and It means you'll be paying about $288
per semester to go to school at UNM next year. That is up from $228 in
1974·75 when members of the current senior class were entering freshman. In other words, you'll be paying about 25 per cent more to go to
school next year, than you did four years ago.
When you think of it in terms of sheer numbers, that hike seems
pretty steep. But let's look' at it compared to the cost of living.
WITH AN ANNUAL inflation rate of roughly 7 per cent in the last few
years, tuition seems to be right in line with the rising cost of nearly
everything.
It's merely a fact of life that tuition, like everything else, is going up.
And it's unfortunate that the tuition hike hits a relatively poor sector of
America- .college students,·
Let's look at where the extra money is going,
As far as the fee jump is concerned, the University reports that most
of the money will be channelled into Student Health Center and the
Intramural and Rer.rAation oroorams.
OUR ONLY ADVICE is, if these things are going to cost you more
'
you might as well use them.
The Student Health Center provides cheap, and in some cases free
medical help. Spiraling medical costs are hurting everyone, but UNM
students still get a pretty good deal on treatment of sore throats, flu
shots and other minor ailments. It's cheaper than paying $15 to sit n
some doctor's office and then getting the once· over ior 45 seconds.
lntramurals and Recreation is the only division where there will be
expansion of services. The rest of the increases are merely to keep pace
with inflation.
But what the heck? If there's going to be more activities, we should
get .th,e most out of them. You've got to pay the money anyway. Why
not JOin an Intramural team?
THE INCRSASE IN TUITION is slightly more disconcerting.
UNM President E. Davis has said on a number of occasions that any
additional money in this year's budget, will be spent on four things. First is the addition of faculty positions in departments with high
enrollment. Davis figures the additional faculty will help cut down on
the number of classes with 400 or more students- an area UNM gets a
lot of flak for.
Second is the addition of afternoon classes in business to attract
business people to the University and raise the number of part-time
students. No problem here; UNM is trying to absorb as many students
as it can before a planned community college takes them away.
Third on the list is the raising of University secretary and clerical
salaries to a level equal with city, county and Albuquerque Public
Schools workers, No problem here either; higher wages will keep .
workers around and thereby increase efficiency.
IT IS THE FINAL idea that causes us some concern. Davis said the
University would like to construct an administrative building which
would house all the offices that students use frequently such as
cashiers, student aids and registration, While this is a nice idea (you
have to go to three different, buildings to hit these offices now) we
question the idea of more building.
Where would the structure be built? The Campus Planning Committee is already talking about a parking structure on campus and can't
decide where it will go. What about this new building? We've already
lost more than 200 parking spaces to the duck pond and the new art
building, how may more would we lose to this new building? We are
not opposed to beauty, but we are concerned with practical matters.
We are also concerned about the possibility of a community college
in Albuquerque. While numbers can be argued, no one can dispute that
UNM's enrollment would suffer drastically if a community college
separate from UNM is established in Albuquerque. What would
become of this sprawling UniversitY if several thousand students
flocked to a camous where they could earn two·year associate degrees?
WE SHARE DAVIS' concern with making life more convenient for
the students, but we must question the practicality.
There are too many questions to be resolved before this University
begins expanding its physical capabilities.
We feel UNM should start expanding its academic horizons by offering lucrative two·year degree programs to attract the student who
attend the Albuquerque Technicai·Vocational Institute (T·Vll or who
would attend a community college should one ever be implemented. TV! does not offer degree-granting programs, but the community college
surely would.
UNM should continue to strive for a high standing as an academic
institution, but it should also face the facts. Many high school
graduates don't want a four·year degree; they want a job and a two·
year degree,
The students face· the facts on tuition increase. Let the University
face the facts on its future.
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Letters

DOONESBURY

Competitive Bigot.
Editor:
I would like to address this letter to Erenio Gutierrez and Barbara
Thayer:
Of course. You are absolutely right. The real reason people are upset
over so·called affirmative action is because it is eroding the great White
male power structure that we have all come to know and love, We are
not concerned on moral grounds but because we are all inadequate
bigots. I myself am a proud member of KlTP (Keep'em In Their Place)
and am presently grand imperial lizard of OEBU (Oppress Everybody
But Us). I personally have worked through the structure to hinder the
progress of all minorities in general and have particular contempt for the
foll?win~; Chicanos, Blacks, homosexuals, women, Indians, Eskimos,
semor Citizens, the mentally retarded, small children, fat people, short
people, long-haired hippy-type pinko fags, civilians, marsupials and
canine Americans. If it wasn't for my personal efforts, we' might well
have ducks in the engineering curriculum instead of in the pond where
they belong.
When are you two going to grow up? The world we live in is competitive. We compete for everything from affection to jobs. When man
ceases to be competitive in nature, he will cease to exist as a species. If
you are looking for a society where all are equal, then you must learn to
compete on an equal basis with everybody, including White males. It
has been suggested that affirmative action is only a temporary
measure, I can see nothing to indicate that it is anything less than a
permanent change. As a rule, people do not aspire to higher standards
than those. they have to meet in order to accomplish whatever objective
they have In m1nd. After all, why waste the effort? As long as minorities
and White male$ compete on different levels, equality will never be
achieved. No one learns to compete by sitting back and taking what is
given to them.

Social consequences of a U.S.
Senate rejection of the Panama
Canal treaties would range from
sabotage of the highly vulnerable
canal to \l deteriorated climate for
U ,S. businesses in Latin America a
UNM professor has said.
Sociology Prof Gilbert Merkx
said defeat of the controversial
treaties would also provide Latin
American left wing groups with a
rallying point against the United
States, "I thjnk there are plenty of
left wing groups that would like to
see the U.S, turn down the
treaties," he said.
Metkx is orie of eight speakers
scheduled to discuss the treaties at a
Nov, 15 public forum sponsored by
the UNM Student Organization for
Latin American Studies (SOLAS).
Other participants will include
representatives of the Panamanian
Embassy, the u.s. State Dept. and
the American Legion. Three other
UNM professors and a New Mexico
State University professor will also
speak.
"American business will suffer in
Latin America if the treaties are not
ratified,"· Merkx said. ''Our
manufacturing and minerals
production investment in Latin
America is much larger than our
investment in the Panama Canal.
The real interests of the U, S, are
very dependent on ratification of
the treaties."
But, he said, the "symbolic
importance" of the canal outweighs
the importance of the actual issues
involved for both the U.S. and
Latin America. "On the U.S's side,
many Americans see the canal

OFCOII?5E,
I'M 5/JRE! lT!;
BeliN EXAcrt.Y
NINE MONTHS

IT IS?
YOU

Editor:
In response to the LOBO editorial of Oct 31 let me v· •
· f
d d'
.
.
·
•
mce my
pro oun
Isagreement w1th the unfortunate opposition of y
newspaper to affirmative action.
our
.~he soci~l r~ality of American society should not be obscured at this
cnt1.cal pen?d 111 our .nation's history. America has traditionally been a
SoCiety. w.h1ch practi~ed and. indeed flourished on the ignominious
un~er~mnmgs of raCism, sexism and most basically the callous ex!'!Oitatlo~ of man by man. This is the reality of this country from its
ImportatiO~ of slave labor and the involuntary placing of Indians in
con,centra~Ion, camps called reservations, to contemporary American
s?clety With Its una,cceptable un~mployment levels and unfortunate
d.'~regard for th_e enVIronment and living conditions of the majority of its
Clti~ens. Amenca has never rectified the massive injustices of this
soc!ety ?ec?use we. as a society have been unwilling to confront the
social II1JUStlces and mequalities which this society has perpetuated.
As a major step to rectify the past injustices of this society a positive
compensa:ory program of affirmative action must be embarked upon:
The qlll~stlon before the Supreme Court, and before the American
p~ople, IS none other than whether the American constitutional system
":"'II be.ma~e to obstruct, or to nurture and require reaJ equality of
nghts, hbert1es and opportunities,
Affirmative action programs, such as that being challenged in the
Bakke case, represent a recognition that if non-Whites and women are
really to be ·accorde~ eq.~a! opportunity, remedial action to dispel or
~ompensate for the disabilities consequent upon their systematic denial
1n the past, and present, is necessary.

'

Capitalism is still today unable to produce jobs and education for all
who want them. Capitalists, moreover, exert their political power to
pre~en.t the people from developing the public sector to do what the
capita!Ists will not permit in the private sector. Affirmative action is a
:entat1v~ step, but a necessary one to follow in order to build a more
JUSt SOCiety,
Charles Dyer

"f!.ight now the canal
is being used by conservative groups as an
issue to whack the
Carter administration."
"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
While rejection of the treaties
would have serious effects in Latin
America, ratification, "would not
have any major impact," Merkx
added. But he said domestic
consequences in the U.S. might
include the defeat of a number of
senators wo supported the treaties.

"Right now the canal is being
used by conservative groups as an
issue to whack the Carter ad·
ministration
and
to
bring
Republican Senators into line," he
said. "Right wing groups see this as
t:1e biggest issue they've had in a
'
long time.''

Marshall cited a case in·
volving Robert Roibal in
August. Roibal, an ASUNM
Senator and member of the
New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG)
Board of Directors, was sued
by Marshall. Marshall sued on
the grounds that Roibal was in
violation of the ASUNM
Constituion by holding both
ASUNM Chief Justice
positions.
Todd Pink
!~e court ruled in favor of RoibaL The court has not issued an
op1mon on the case, Marshall said. "There is no reason why the court
shouldn't have had their decision by the I I th week !0 weeks after the
=e.~said.
'
Pink said "While the court did agree to issue an advisory we have
been unable to ascertain an adequate answer to it."
~here have been five specific instances, including the Roibal case, in
which the court has not published its opinion, Marshall said.
"The texts are in the process of being typed," Pink said. He added
that, "Nowhere in the constitution does it say when these documents
have to be published."
Marshall said the court has been influenced by Pink, who has served
on the court for more than a year. "The court is a very young court
and the chief justice has had an undue influence on these people."
Pink said Marshall's comment, "demeans their (the court's)
capability falsely."
By not publishing .its decisions "there is no precedent, you don't
have anything," Marshall said. "Precedent doesn't mean anything to
this court, and the chief justice has said as much."
"Pink offered to not comment on that charge.

Even if the canal treaties are
defeated, the controversy will not
go away, Merkx said. "The
problem will still be there. Attempts
will be made to close the canal and
keep the issue in the public eye.
Attempts at sabotage will be widely
supported .in Latin America as
justifiable acts agianst the U.S.
presence.',
Mer kx said although the op·
position in the U.S. to the treaties is
a symbolic opposition, "it is a very
effective one and it is a very short
sighted opposition."
SOLAS
organizer
June
Edmondson said the public forum
on the treaties will "give the general
public an opportunity ·to analyze
different viewpoints ' on issues
surrounding the canal. Both sides
of the question will be represented
and 1 hope the public will ask tough
questions of all the participants."

"[ think the right wing op·
Supported by a grant from the
position to the treaties will use this
New
Mexico Humanities Council,
against certain senators," Merkx
the
symposium
will be held from 7
said. "Probably some effort will be
·to
10:30
in
the
Cochiti-Taos
Room
made to portray President Carter
at
the
Albuquerque
Convention
and the Senate as having sold out
American interests, But I'm not Center.
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Social Realities

treaties as the last straw in a series
of international humiliations."
''They are unhappy about the
status of the U.S. in the world and
the treaties mean to them that the
U.S. is backing down.''
The symbolic importance of the
treaties for Latin America, he said,
is that the canal is the only issue on
which all Latin American governments agree. "They all agree that
the U.S. has no right to be in
Panama. The history of the canal is
well known to Latin Americans and
it is seen as an insult to Latin
American naiionalism and cultural
intergrity."

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Staff Writer
"l think the (ASUNM)
Senate should think very
seriously about impeaching
(ASUNM Chief Jus Lice) Todd
Pink," attorney general Les
Marshall said,
Marshall said the Chief
Justice has direcliy violated
Article IV, Section 2,, sub·
paragraph C of the ASUNM
Constitution.
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By MIKE HOEFT
LOBO Staff Writer
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A state legislative committee has
~ proposed an amendment that says
6 ·.r Indians in New MeXico want to
.n vote, they must be under the
.3 criminal and civil jurisdiction of the
2:> state. A recent congressional
proposal to nullify all Indian
treaties
was made in September to
8
the
House
of Representatives,
'B·

8
?-

~

John Anderson of the Legislative
• Council Service staff said, "This is
~ an attempt to bring the tribes within
·gf our jurisdiction, or they don't
P.. vote,.'' Anderson said the proposal
is possibly in conflict with the 14th
and 15th amendments of the
Constitution,
Approval of the proposal by the
New Mexico Legislative Criminal
Justice Study Committee (LCJSC)
on Sept. 23 means it will be
presented to the 1978 Legi~latm;e
for action. If the resolu!lon IS
approved, it would be placed on the
ballot for ratification by the citizens
as a constitutional amendment,

Legislative Committee
Studies State's Indian's
Right To Vote
Anderson said.

The study. was directed manily at
tax matters and the authority of the
state to tax non-Indian property on
Indian lands. Sen. I.M. Smalley, DLuna-Hildalgo-Sierra, who
sponsored the proposal. said "It
has got to be brought to the at-.
tention of the public that nonIndians are bearing an undue
burden of the costs of social ser-

vices.,

The president of the Mescalero
Apache Tribe, Wendell Chino, said
that what they (the LCJS) are
proposing is not a novel idea. It has

been tried before. A state constitutional amendment as proposed
by the committee "cannot sweep
away that protection."

He said if New Mexico assumed
jurisdiction over Indian tribes in the
state, officials would have to
demand more money from the
taxpayers. Instead of "federal
dollars " he said, the state would
.
required to foot the bill for serv1ces
to Indian tribes.

trying to tax Indian people through
the bacl< door. Indian people are
owners of valuable resources that
New Mexico wa~<ts pretty bad. I am
certain that the state would like to
control all these resources if only
for the purpose of taxing the Indian
people."

On Capitol Hill, support for
Indian claims on the government
are on the decline, "The doors are
fairly well closed on Indians in the
House," said Mel Tonasket,
president of the National Congress
of American Indians, Tonasket said
Chino said that when New the legislature is part of a national
Mexico became a state in 1912, an "White backlash movement" to
agreement was made stating that deprive Indian people of their
New Mexico will not tax state guaranteed constitutional and
Indian tribes. "! think they are just treaty rights so that states can gain

.

control over Indian lands and
resources. ·
The LCJSC proposal comes on
th~ heels of a bill introduced in the
U.S. House of Representatives on
Sept. 16 by Rep. John Cunningham
of Washington. The Nat1ve
American Equal .Opportunity Act
would direct the President to all
treaties entered into by the U.S,
with Indian tribes, protecting an
equal opportunity of all citizens to
fish and hunt in the U.S. and
terminating federal supervision
over the property,
Cunningham said the bill would
resolve "a nightmare" created by a
federal court ruling that Indians are
entitled to half of all salmon and
steelhead trout in the state.
Iri view of Kennedy's recent visit
to Isleta. Pueblo, Kennedy aid Ann
Strauss said the Senate subcommittee hearings on health had
nothing to do with recent legislation
concerning Indians. However, Sen.
Kennedy continues to favor federal
protection of Indian rights, she
said.
The bills now before state and
federal legislative committees are in
the introductory stages, said AI
Henderson, counselor for Native
American Studies at UNM. The
National Tribal Chairmen Council
is tentatively scheduling a meeting
in Albuquerque on Nov. 18 to' 'pull
together the issues" of these bills,
he said.

Gelatin
Question
Thickens

3

lurritas I 3Ta.:as
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If you want a super happy family, bring 'em to Taco
Villa for some Wednesday night happiness ~ taco and
combo burritos, three of each for just $2.44.
They're the tasty treats you always find at Taco Villa
-big hearty portions chock full of goodness that's
sure to make everybody's tummy say, "Thanks a lot!".

WASHINGTON (UP!) - The
government has just completed an
extensive study of that most
common of foods, gelatin, and has
pronounced it safe.
But the Food and Drug Administration also has decided to propose
that gelatin made from certain
animal materials - those treated
with a potentially dangerous preservative - should not be marketed
for use in foods.
The gelatin question arose as part
of the FDA's review of all food
additivies within a legal classification called "generally recognized as
safe."
The review process has been
going on for years.
Materials in that category were
traditionally
exempt
from
challenge, while "new" food
additives had to pass certain safety
tests before they join the nation's
food fupply.
Gelatin, the FDA said, "does not
occur in nature as such" but is
developed from animal tissues:
"Extraction of gelatin for use as
a glue by cooking hides dates back
to the earliest reorded history of
man,, it said.
In the United States, gelatin was
first' manufactured in 1809, and in
1845 a U.S. patent was issued for a
gelatin desert.
In 1972, the last year for which
figures were available, there were
about 44.2 million pounds of edible
gelatin produced in or imported
into the United States, primarily for
food use.
The principal uses are for gelatin
deserts, meat products, consumes,
marshmallows, candies, and bakery
and dairy products, including ice
cream.

COPIES
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How can you have security and
understandi~g without knowing
. yourself.
Take this free personality test Now!
0

Instructions·
(t) plus means mostly yes
or decidedly so.
(m) means uncertain, maybe,
neither definitely yes or no.
(-) minus m:eans mostly
or decidedly no.

51, Can you ~tart the ball rolling at a social gathering.
52. Would you buy on credit nnd then hope that you could
keep up the payment$.
53. Do }UU get an after-reaction when something WlCXpc-cted,
such as an acddenl' or other disturbing incidc11t takes
place,
54. Do you consider the' good of al! concerned rnther than
your~ own personal advantage,
55. When hearing lecture, do }UU feel that the .!op<Jaker 1s
referring entirely to you.
'
.
56. Can you allow external noises not to interfere With your
concentration,
57. Do you take full notice of current affairs,
58, Could yo!-' cont!dently plan and work towards carrying
out an C\'ent in six. months lime.
59. Should all murderers be executed.
60. Do you tend to l;le careless: and untidy,
61. Do you ever gt:t a ••drcnm·likc feeling towards life, when
all seems unreal.
62. Do }OU speedily recover from the effects or bad news.
63. Should yOu crltisc, du }-OU at the same time, try to en·
courage,
64. Are }UU overtly affectionate.
65. Are your ideas and opinions not Important enough to
mention to other people.
66. Arc }'OU so sure o! yourself that you sometimes annoy
others.
67. Do you try to keep close oontn<:t with artlc!L'S of ')'our.s,
which you have lOaned to friends.
68. Do you ha\'c man)' activities of )'OUt own choosing.
61), Can )'OU feel whatever emotion you desire,
70. Do you completely oondemn any person lwcausc he has

Questions start here.
1. Do )'OU make thoughtless remark~ or nccusutiom;, which
latl•r )'OU re-gret.
•
2. When other people get confused, can you remain fairly
(.'Oinposed.
3. Can you enjoy browsing through raHway time talJlcs,

dir(.'Clorlcs, or dictionnrlc.s.

4. When lul\'lng to mnkc~a dcdslon, would your judgcnll'nt
be .'iW1lycd b)' your likes or di~likl's of the pcr.sonnlltfcs:

pencil,
87, Do )UU dramatlsc }'OUr emotions Just to get your own
way.
88 If we \Vere in\'adlng 11nother country would you feel
' sympathetic towards Conscientious Objectors in lllis
country.
89 4re there man;• things about yourself on Wllich }'Oil arc
touchy.
00. Are your own Interests and actl\'ilies monitored by someone che's desires.
91. Do ]'OU get a single thought which constantly rroccurs
for ro apparent reason,
92. Arc )'llU a slow cater.
93. Can you be a steadying infllll.!nce when others gel
panicky.
94. If you thought another person needed help. would you
stop and find out rather than wait (or them to ask you
directlr.
.
95. Can any person's character and pcrsonal1ty change entfrelv for the better.
96: Is il Possible to predict your own bcha\'for ••
g .. Can you remain quite ac!ive on ciJ?;ht he>ur s sTeep a night.
Would you always usc corporal punishment on a cbild
a~ed JO, if it refused to obey }'ou.
99, Do· you prefer to take a passl\o'e roll in a dub or organfza~
tio11 to which you belong. ...
••
100. Do mentol image pictures JUSt pop up.

a~!;Ociat~.

open

Mon-Fri 9:30a.m. to 1.0:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Sunday 9:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.

You will be contacted
within 24 hrs. of receipt

people.

1HI. Js Jt difficult to please )'OU.
120. Jf you met with direct OJlposition, would you still $cck
to havl.l }Vllr own way rather than just give in.
121; Wmo~ld you ohject to walking a short journey l£

opposed vou In some aspl'Ct of your relations with him,
71. Do )'tm often sit und think about deatl1 or Jickncs.v or pain
or sorrow.
1.2. Would the prospect of "loo of dignit)•" UJlsect you much.
73. Do you often put away tllings in the hope they might be
wefullatcr,
14. Would you erltlsc faults and point out ani)' the had
polnls o£ someone che's character or handiwork.
15. Are )'Olt openly apprcciath.·e of beautiful things. ,
76. Do you wrnetimcs gi\'c away articles whicl1 knowmgly
do not belong to }'OU.
77. When you mcct people do l'OU lry to mal<c them f(.."\') at
ea.ssc.
78. Do you often ponder on previolls mls(o~tunes.
79. Are }'DU wmetlmcs consldcred m·crbeanng.
80. Can you IICCC)ll crJtlclsm e.a.vlly without rcscntm('nl.
81. Can }'OU lake a few .minutes relaxation without having,
to go off into some quiet r<>om,
82. Arc }'Otl inclined to be jcnlvus.
83. Do )'IJU tend to pul off doing things to ~·ueh an extent that
they never !:,'Cl done.
~
84. Are >'OU willing to abide by the wisl1es olf others rather
than ulwnysseeking to ho\'c your own way,
85. Do you find 1L easy to get started on a new projct"t.
86. Do )'OU bite }'OUr fingernails or chew the end of your

.31. Are }Ou wiJUng to agree to strict discipline,
.12. Would the Idea of making a complctcl~· new start cause

Wear~

set.
117, Is )-'our social standing of great Importance.
118. Do you openly nnd sincerely admire beauty in otJ1cr

70. Do you completely C(lndcmn any person because l1c has

inroh:cd.
5. Pro,·idcd your health and income would permit more, do
vou lrllr:md two less children in vour fnmlly,
6. ~ your muscles twitch without Unv obyious ren.son.
7, Do )'OU prefer to be! in II position where }'IJU do tlDI ha\'C
the responsibility of making decisions.
8. Arc }'OUr n_ctions frequently unpredictable, C\'Ctl to yourself.
9. Do you consider 'that too much money 111 being spent on
"soda! security,''
10. Ate mu cadly interested in other pt..'Oplc,
11. Do >'Uu ·speak in a monotone.
12. Do }ULI usuall>• allow the other pcr.son to .~tart tllC con·
vcrsntlon.
13. Are }'nU readily Interested In what Other people have to
say,
,
14. Could )'OU take the nCCCS$ary action needed to ldll an
animal in ori;Jer to put it out of p.aln,
15. Are }UU reckleiS in your beha\'ior.
16. Do you speak slowly.
17. Arc you concerned about the need to Jirotccl your health.
lB. Docs an unexpected action enure your mmclcs to twitch.·
19. Are you normally considerate fn your demand'> on your
cmplo)'CCS, or C'.'<ecuth·cs or pupils.
20. Can you give a valid .,snap judgement."
21. Do )UUr )last failures still worry you.
22. Do )')II find yourself being edra active for periods hasting
SC\'Cral days.
23. Are you swayed by otl1cr people's wclllnlcntfoncd advice.
24. Is It no_rmally ditfJcult for you to own up and take tin!
blame,
25, Do you have only-a small circle of close friends rath~r
than a large number of friends and speaking ilcquam·
lances.
W. Is your Ufe one constant struggle for survival.
21. Do )UU often sing or whistle jwt because you fed happy.
28. Are )UU considered warm·hcartcd by your friends.
29. Do }'01.1 feel competent at giving orderS to other people.
30. Do' }tlu enjoy telling people the latest scandal about your

50. Do you inaintaln your own standard of coUrfcdll5 be·
havior, no matter with whom you are dealing.

102. Do you discard articles only to discover that you need_
them Inter,
103. Would you gi\•e up cruolly on a given course, if It were
causing ~'Ou n considerable amount of Inconvenience,
104, Are you really cnthusiaslle about only 1t few things.
105, Do you easily trust the intentions or others.
106, Do }'IJU sometimes wonder l£ anyone really cares about
yott.
.
101. Do you lurn down responsibility because }'OU doubt
your ability to handle it,
lOB. Do you somQtimes feel compelled to respect some In·
rcstfng Item of conversation,
109. Do you handle a grievance without tending to exaggerate
it.
110. I.s your facial expression varied rather tban set,
111. Do j'OU need to justify an)' opinion of )'ours once .stated.
112. Is it dl£flcult for you to smile.
113. Would things have to be a lot worse before you would
consider suicide as a solut1on.
114, Would you oon.slder yourself energetic In your altitude
toward life,
llS. D~s a dJsogrecment af£cct your whDie relationship with
another person,
116. Can you have a mlmr £ailury without getting very up·

a

Your answer to the question is indicated by making a heavy mark
between the two lines opposite the
number of the question in the
column which will show your answer. Please mark one answer to
each question.

you much worry,_
33. Do you endca\"Qr to get other people to laugh or smile.
34. Do }'DU find it easy to express >'OUr emotions.
35. Do you refrain from corOplaining when the other person
is late for an appointment.
J6. Are you considered by other proplc as a spoil 5port.
JT. Arc there many people wl10 arc deFinitely unfriendly
toward }'Oil and who work against you.
38. Would you say that >'OU Were \\Tong just to keep the
peace.
39. Are )'OU really fond of on!).• a few peo~le.
40. Arc }'OU only baprJY if you have a .specml rca.~on. •
41. Do you like to "circulate around" at a .soclat gathc!mg.
42. Do \tJU take reasonable precautions to prevent acCidents.
43. DocS the id('a of talking in front of people make you
nervous.
44. 1f }'OU saw an iirtfd!! in a shop ohvlomly mistakenly
marked lower than its correct prJcc 1 would you try to get
it at that price.
•
45. Do }'OU often feel that people ar(" looking at >'Oll or !a1king
about you behind your back.
46. Arc. your activities always getting ''fouled up".
47. Have ~'IJU any parlicular hate or fear.
48. Do }'Oli prefer to be Wl onlooker ratller than a partici·
pant.
49. Do }Otl find it easy to be impartial.

l()l, Docs the )'OU(h ol' today have more opportunity than
that of a generation gaJl.

9~:

transport is dlfflt'ull.
123. Do you consid~r )'our Loducatlon or cx1writ•ncc ure \'alld
in gl\'ing an opinion.
122. Do you consider your education or experience arc vaslld
In giving an opinion.
124, Do )'OU often make tactless blunders.
125. Arc you wary of pt,'Ople who frequently ask to borrow
money from you.
126, Do you look at f<~cts rather than people's opinions in
making a dccl.slon,
127. Can you get quite enthtJ.sia.sUc over some simple little
thing.
128. Do )-'IJU take M actf11n because others know best, though
your own judgement wa~dd Indicate otherwise,
129, Are ycu In favor of the color bar and dow- distinction.
130. Do }OU llave a ha~ltualphyslca.l mannerism -such DS
pullJng )'tlllr ·JJalr. nose, ear or such like,
J:H. Can you quickly :adapl and rriakc use of new conditions
and sltuaUons even though they may be ditfJcult.
132, Oo some noises set your tet1h on Lodge.
133. Can you sec the olher fellow's point of view when you
wish to.
134. Do you go to bed when you want to rather than by the

dock.

135. Do thC petty foibles of others make you impatient.
136. Do children Irritate }'Ou.
137, Are you less tnlkatl\'c than }'OUr associates,
138. Do )'OU usually carry out assignments promptly and
systematically.
139, Would you assist a fellow tra\'eller rather than leave lt
to the officials.
140. Arc you more intercslt'd in voting for the J1arth than the
man !or the Job.
141. Do }'ou frequently dwell on }-our pMt Illnesses or painful
experiences.
142. Do ~u get l.'Cty ill at case In disordered surroundings-.
143. Are )o'>U usually critical o£ a film or show thot you .sec
or aa book that you read~
144. When recounting some amusing Jncldcnls can you easily
Jmltote the manncri5m or the dfalcct in the original
incident.
145. On matters on which you are not expert are :your own
Ideas of sufficient importance as to put forward to
others.
146. Do }'OU ha,·c a lendcncy to Udy up a dhordcr of 50mcone
elsEts household.
147. Do )'OU feel bitter about a defeat.
148. Do }Ull often feel dcprcs.~.
140. Arc }'OU ever ill at ease in the company of children.
150. If you were prevented from doing something would you
find a .substitute activity.

151. Are )'OU .sometimes completely unubltJ to enter Into the
$Jtirlt of things,
152, Do you often not bother to cxpn.'SS )'OUr grievances.
153, Do you prerer good .steady Johs ruther than muklng )'OUt
own way,
..
154, Does the number of uncomplet(.'Ci tasTes you hnvc on hand
bother you,
155, Do people enjoy being In your compnny.
156, Could you allow $0nt!-'<lno to flnisl1 those "flnnllwo

words".
157. Do you (lnd thot. mo~>t peoplu have more bod points
In their character than good ones,
Do )-'OU laugh or smile quite "~adily,
Arc )-'Oil dcflnte and CmJlhatlc in voice and manner.
Are you effusive only to clme frientk, If at all,
Aru your interests and fields of activity In the area In
which you live,
162. Would youy like to start n new activity In the url.'a In
which youllve,
163. Would the Idea of JnflJcting p;aln on gumc, .smull nnlmab
or fl!ih prevent )'()11 from hunting or fishing.
164, When ,YO!l close }UUr t~)'es do }tJU feel a d~rca~cd In
space.
105. Do ~u have little regret on past misfortunes and

158.
150,
HlO.
161.

faJiures,

166. Does the Idea of fear or opprl'hcnslon give you a
phy$leul reaction,
167. Would your emotions sway your judgement Inn
slluatlon In which you were pt•rsonally Involved,
J68. Can someone clsecousldcr llmt you were really active.
160, Do }'OU find It har(,! to gel started on 11 tusk that swcds
toLe Wne,
. ,
170, Arc )'OU opposed to the probation .system for crlmlnnls.
171. Do you spend much time ou nct.•tUcss-worrJcs,
17.2. In a dlsugnocment, do you find 11 hard lf the other per·
·son foils to SL'C ]Qur side and does not agrL-c with you,
173. Do }uu ..copc wJth cvery-dny problt>ms of living quite

\

wcJI.

174, Arc you u.sunlly truthful to otltcrs.
175. Would you rather' wait for .something to happen a~
opposed to )'OU causing It,
170, Do you fritter your money away,
177, Can you take 11 C11lculoted rbk without too much worry.
118. J{ you were fnvolved In a slight car nceldcnt, would you
tukc the trouble to liOO that any damage >uu did was:
).!Hm.l.

I19Do otlwrs }lttsh you around.
1ts0. Do )'OU make allowanct.'S £or your friends, where wlth
others you might fudge more scvcrly. .
lSJ. Do ')-'OU often ponder over your own inferiority.
182.. Do people run you down behind your back.
IB3. Cnn you remain uncmbarra.m.>d by a l1carty greeting,
such 115 a kiss, a hug or 11 pal on the back ([done In

'

public.

184. Do }'OU frequently not do $0melhing you want to do because o! other people's dcsirtos.
.
185. Arc you oonvlncL<d about the corrcctnLos~ of your OJilmon.~
about a subject 1 even though you are n~l an expert.
.,
186. Do you find yourself "going off In all dltccllons at once.
187. Do your acquaintances seem to think more of your
nblllUe; than )-'OU do.
ISS. h the idcn of death or even rcmfndt!rs of drath abhorant
to )"Oil.
1BO. Having settled an argument do )-VU continue to fed dis·
gruntled Cor o while.
190, Arc )'IJU friendly In voi~. altitude and Cll:pre!i.~lon.
191. Ooes life !ll('m ratl1er vague and unreal to )-"'U,

192. Do you easily feel UJISC( nboul the fate of war \ictlm!'i
and pollllci.U rdugecs.
193. Do your .ll.C<tuaintancc.s lippcal to }"'U for aid or a~\'lcc
In their pcr.sonal diWcultf{'S,
194, Can you tolerate tl1e loss of an article without
immediately accusing everyone In sight. ,
,
195. I( you (Jiougllt thill someone was !itt~plclous of you and
\'Our acth.-ilics would you tackle them on the subjoct
~ather than le~wing them to contact }"OU.
198.0o you sometimes fed that your age Is against you (either
to \oung or too old.)
197. nO )-UU ha\'e spells. of being sad and depressed for no
apparent rcruon.
198. Do }tlll do much grumbling about conditions you ha\'C 10
race in life.
Hl9. Do you try to hide )OUr Icelrngs.
.
200. Do }OU consider you ha\·e m~njl warm !r~ends.

,_______
------------------------------------------II
Answer Sheet
For your results send or
.
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hand in your completed
sheet to:
Hubbard Testing Centre
c/o Church of Scientology
Mission of Albuquerque
2712 Carlisle N.E.
Alb. N.M. 87109
Phone: 265"9544
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Hy ROHERT SPIEGEL
the vein of Southern California
'B Asleep at the Wheel, it's time to rock.
::E move over; the Moonlighters are
The· group is fronted by ex~ vieing for the spot as the top new Commander Cody lead guitarist
z wave western swing band, and Bill I<erch'en. His vocal and guitar
oo given their performance at the work is as· versatile as it is stunning.
~ Golden Inn last Saturday, these Rick Higginbottem, also from the
~ ' guys are going to make it,
Commander's group, is one of the
The Moonlighters have the sound better swing rhythm' guitarists
and overall command of a band on around. Richard Casanova's fiddle,
the rise. The group's present line up strongly in the Bob Wills style, was
has been together for a year, yet the ~tean and crisp. Casanova's stage
· tightness they have achieved in that presence also adds to the group's
short time is impressive, Their wide California crazies personna.
range of material covers traditional : Tony Johnson, besides putting in
Bob Wills plus ex.cellent originals in some strong drumming, adds vocals

-·

Mechanical Engineer
Culton is looking for a BSME or MSME grad
who wants to learn and practice mechanical
design and packaging for electro-mechanical
equipment for satellite, missile and reentry
vehicle uses. Will learn vibration, stress, thermal
analysis, mechanical testing and simulation and
materials engineering. *13,000 to *16,000.
Send resume to
Personal Manager Culton
P.O. Box 8345
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportu?ity Employer
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Englnnd Dnn nnd John Ford Coley

Quatemnn England Dan & Coley
DGtk Shot Head ·ffiediocre S~ow

''A Shot in the Dark"!Bill
Quateman!RCA APLI-2434
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Similar in spirit, energy and
musical approach to David Bowie's
****~*.~· Ziggy Stardust, Bill Quateman's A
..- Shot in the Dark, comes close to
being a solid and definitive album.
..- However, Quateman's album lacks
the single-minded directness and
overallfreshnessofZiggy.
Granted, Quateman makes no
pretent16n toward a statement as
comprehensive as Bowie's, yetwith
~ most of the songs, it is obvious that
)f· Quateman is trying to say
something. Unfortunately, there is
)f a lack of clarity throughout most of
)f A Shot in the Dark, that leaves the
~ album sounding awkward and
undirected. The feeling comes
thorugh that Quateman is not
particularly sure what he is trying to
~ say. Notable exceptions to this are
"Hogwild" and the title track.
The music is clearer than the
tyrics. Quateman on guitar and
keyboards and Caleb Quaye on
~ guitar form the musical core. At
)f moments their music is keenly
sharp, direct and effective. But too
much of the time they are simply
taking a shot in the dark.
Quateman's talent as musician,
songwriter and vocalist is obvious,
and perhaps on his next effort he
will be clearer and more

Football
follieS

,....,_· ~..

and original songs. Don Kennedy's
bass lends a solid rhythm bottom so
neccessary to swing music. Stephen
Fishell brings in the sweet sound
with steeel guitar, and Steve
Mackay plays the saxphones in the
styles of swing and fifties rock and
roll.
Now with their first album just
released on Amherst Records, these
guys are definitely on their way up.
Of all the Commander Cody spinoffs, The Moonlighters are the
most versatile and have the
strongest sound. Their ·swing sound
is almost as tight as Asleep at the
Wheel, plus they have the extra
benefit of a strongly original sound.·
Dave Ain '.t Here opened the
night with their progressive country
music. Though they were hampered
by the absence of their drummer,
they were still throughly enjoyable.
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By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Although their harmonies were sweet and their back-up band was
excellent, the problems at the England Dan and John Ford Coley show at
the Civic Auditorium last Thursday night far outweighed the pleasures.
The most disturbing problems was the complete lack of highlights in the
show. Though they performed their hits, "I'd Really Love to See You
Tonight," "Nights are Forever Without You," and "It's Sad to Belong to
Someone Else When the Right One Comes Along," there was no definitive
element like one long song that refused to develop into anything cohesive
or, alas, interesting.
Opening the show was comedian Billy Braver, who is touring on the
success of his television appearances. His short routine inVolved the
standard stand-up talk of childhood problems and adult neuroses. Because
of a lack of freshness and· energy, the laughs he received were more polite
than inspired.
Next up was Mary McGregor, who did a short set of material including
"I've Got the Music in Me," and her hit "Torn Between Two Lovers."
When she introduced that song she stated that, "This song is the reason
I'm here tonight." Unfortunately, that was the only reason; her voice and
stage presence are more suited for a dinner audience that a concert crowd.
Albuquerque has seen some fine concerts in the last few months, so the
mediocrity of the England Dan and John Ford Coley show was not only
surprising; but, given the recording talent of the duo, unwarrented.
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Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Quality Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE

Chnnge of Venue
Originally scheduled for Nov. 9,
the UNM New Music Ensemble will
give a free concert in Keller Hall,
Saturday, Dec. 3.
Under the direction of Joel
Rosenberg, the group will perform
works by Stravinsky and Milhaud.
The concert had to be postponed
from its original date because the
music to one of the pieces failed to
arrive from Europe irt time.

(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: 296-6757
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 9: 30 to 5: 30
Sat.lO:OOto l:QO
Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts
.I

Tino's Hair
Designs
268-6889
323A WyomingN.E.
An Introductory offer
Gents & Ladies

Cuts 20% off
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Band Ttue to It's Name
"The Band that Milwaukee Made
Famous "!Bad Boy! United Artists
LA781-G
By DAN liUMENICK
Bad Boy is an incredibly unpromismg new rock group. This
first album is a masterpiece of

mediocrity.
Every selection sound& exactly
like the one before and after it. As
dismal and unmemorable as their
titles ("I Gatta Move," "Shake Me
Up," etc.), these songs have virtually no chance or receiving radio
play, which is what every new
group desperately needs to become
known and popular.
Not one tune on the album is
worth listening to. This is a bad and
boring effort by a group that appears to be going nowhere.
·

The Albuquerque Opera Theater (AOT) presented Giuseppi Verdi'.s
colorful but tragic opera La Traviata in Popejoy Hall.
Although two other operas from Verdi's middle period, R.igoleflo and!/
Trovalore, have been seen locally, this production graced an Albuquerque
stage for the first time.
AOT founder and Musical Director Dr. Kurt Frederick conducted an
orchestra made up of members of the New Mexico Symphony. Soprano
Donna McRae, tenor A. V. Wall and baritone Richard Schwoebel made
thier debut in the prinicipal roles of Violetta, Alfredo, and Germont ..
The story of La Traviata (which roughly translated nieans the fallen
woman) was taken from an ALexandre Durnas novel, The Lady of the
Camillias, Verdi saw the many dramatic and operatic possibilities the story
presented, and changed the names of the prinicpal characters in the
·
adaptation liy his librettist Piave.
Violetta. is a young woma~ slowly dying of consumtion, who runs away
to live in. seclusion with her love Alfredo.Alfredo's fater Germont, persuades VIoletta to leave his son, as their illicit affair is endagering the
marriage of his young daughter. Moved by the young girl's plight Violetta
· leaves Alfredo, later telling him that she loves another. As she lles dying,
months later, Germont finally relents and tells his son of Violetta's
sacrifice. The couple is reunited in time for Violetta to die in Alfredo's
arms.
· McRaw, familiar to AOT audiences as a leading singer in Tasca,
Madame B!itterfly, and The Barber of Seville, delivered a fine prformance.
as the tragic heroine Violetta. Although perhaps not a coquettish as one
might have imagined, McRae gracefully surmounted every vocal peak with
ease, deeply movingthe audience with the pathos of the character.
So popular in last season's Pagliacci, A.V. Wall was a fiqe match for
McRae as her turbulent lover Alfredo. It is a difficult role to play with
sensitivity, and .Wall succeeded quite well in portraying the confused, and
empassioned youth. The duets between the young lovers were particulary
moving, aild their voices blended perfectly throughout.
Richard Schwoebel portrayed Alfredo's father with a great deal of
sympathy and understanding. The scene where he convinces Violetta to
leave his son was a high point, as both singers worked well together.
Among the Ieser prinicpals, two UNM students made their AOT debut,
Mark Mouchette as the Marquis, and Robin Hoard as the Commissioner.
Overall the production remained faithful to the score, although the
dramatics were updated. Kenneth Guthrie's set design was, unfortuately,
very distracting in the first act. However, it only served to enhance the
remainder of the opera as the audience became accustomed to traditional
props backed by Guthrie's abstract semi-circular set.
Mary Bowman's costumes were appropriately lavish, and several gowns
in the second act were exquisite . Often the costumes were carefully
planned to enhance the choreography by Lilly del Castillo, and the overall
effect lent to the success of the production.
Dr. Fredrick and the entire comany of the Albuquerque opera theater
are to be congratulated on an excellent performance of La Traviata, and
their spring production of Georges Bizet's Carmen, is to looked forward
to.

Scott ffiomndny

mom a day
To Speak Locked On Heatty Jazz

Dr. N. Scott Momaday, Pulitzer
Prize winning author, will speak at
Woodward Lecture Hall on the
"Paula Lockheart with Peter
UNM campus Tuesday, Nov. 15, Ecklund [and other friends] "I
1977, at 8 p.m.
Flying Fish FF-045
Admission is $3.50 for the
Hy JANE QUESNEL
general public and $1.75 for all high
New Orleans jazz fuses with
school and college students t·he traditional jazz and blues forms in
night of the lecture, or $3 and $1.50 this debut album by Paula
in advance. Tickets may be pur- Lockheart. Supporting Lockheart
chases in advance at the UNM is her very capable band, led by
Student Union Building box office, cornet player Peter Ecklund, and
Popejoy Hall, and all Ticket Master occasionally she is joined by guests
locations, or at the door.
Phoebe Snow and Mac Rebennack
Momaday, a Kiowa Indian, is (Dr. John). All this combines to
author of House Made ofDawn for form a gusty, rousing album that
which he received the Pulitzer Prize becomes more enjoyable with each
for Fiction in 1969. He has written playing.
several other works, including The
Lockheart's vocals have a
Way to Rainy Mountain, The distinctively fresh sound, despite
Journey of Tai-me, and Angle of their deep roots in what is often
Geese and Other Poems.
erroneously considered "obsolete"
Momaday, 43 attended UNM in muscial forms, Her repertory
the mid-1950s and received his ranges from Brook Benton's
undergraduate degree here in 1958. "Kiddeo," to Leonard Bernstein's
He is currently professor of English "I Can Cook Too," to a Carolina
and comparative literature at Rice Commercial, to her own jointStanford University and serves on composition with Peter Ecklund,
the editorial board of The Indian '.'Lie Down By Me." Some of the
Historian.
strongest material presented here
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Christmas
Book
Sale
Monday,Nov.14-Friday,Nov.l8 • 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
Journalism Building, room 220

One time principal male partner of Martha nraham Erick Hawkins
"d an~e ra d'IcaI" an d choreographer, will bring,_, his Dance
'
- to•
Company
PopeJOY Hall for two performances with the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra, Friday Nov, 18, and Saturday, Nov. 19, at 8:15p.m.
The Company's recent specialty has been performing with on-stage
sympt:ony orchestras, which remain visible behind the dancers who perform m an area created by sculptured sets. NMSO is the most recent orchestra to participate in this unique art form, following in the steps of the
San Francisco, St. Louis, and Buffalo Symphony Orchestr11s.
The p:ogram will be composed of five selections: Tchaikowski's Romeo
and luftet Overture-Fantasy, Diamond's Rounds for String Orcheslra
(choreographed as "Classic Kite Tails"), Riegger's Study in Sonorities
(choreographed as "Death Is the Hunter"), Hovhaness' Meditation on
Orpheus, and Thomson's Second Symphony in C Major (choreographed
as "Hurrah").
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are her own compositions
;'Bowlin' at the Moon" and "Stay
a Little Longer."
For a rip-roaring, old-fashioned
goodtime, recommended cuts
include "Kiddeo," "Lie Down By
Me," "I Can Cook Too," and the
instrtumental "Louisiana."

Olivia's Best
"Olivia Newton-John 's Ureate>t
Hits"IMCA-3028
By JANE QUESNEL
A gold mine for a dyed-in-thewool fan, this album is a bonanza
for the half-way fan as well.
This disc is the best of Olivia
Newton-John, whether it be tearjerker ballads like "Please Mr.
Please" or "Sam," upbeat country
tunes like "If You Love Me (Let
Me KNow), "or airplay giants like
"I Honestly Love You" and "Have
You Never Been Mellow."
Check it out, whether or not
she's your favorite singer; you may
be in for a pleasant surprise.

\

Structure and Process in Latin America:
Patronage, Clientage, ami l'o wer Systems
edited by Arnold Strickon and Sidney M.
Greenfield. "A useful compendium of
research on one pervasive institution in Latin
American
society."
·American
Anthropologist
Reg. $10
Sale Price$3,50

u~~--~----~---~~---------~--~
Western Interest
Outstanding Specials

I

0

society and the founding of New Spain.'' Sou/It Eastern Latin A mericanisl
Reg. $15
Sale Price $4.50

Argentina, 1943-1976: The National
Revolution and Resistance by Donald C.
Hodges. "A remarkable history of modern
Argentine politics."- Library Journal
Reg. $9.95
Sale Price $5

(NW Corner of Yale at Central)
~ "we will be open through the noon hour during the sale. All hooks listed are 'new, perfect
copies. All arc hardcover unless otherwise noted. We also have a wide assortment of
n other titles, some slightly shopworn at sale prices while stocks last. All S.,!!le paperbacks ~ Brazilian Society b'y T. Lynn Smith.
~
·
$2.00, $1.00 or less. Cash only. No phone Orders.
_Jt< "Fundamentally, this is the one book that
should be read first by anyone seeking to
understand Brazil ... (and! impending social
change there." - Socio/ Science for Winter
Bonanza Victorian: Architecture and Society Borderland in Retreat: From Spanish 1976
Sale Price $5
in Coloriufo Mining Towns by C. Eric Louisiana to /Ire Far Southwest by Abraham Reg. $12
P.
Nasatir.
"Offer[s]
invaluable
lessons
for
Stoehr. "Mandatory for ... anyone inEcology in Ancient Civilizations by J.
terested in Colorado or the development of understanding the complex factors involved
Donald Hughes. "Adds an important new
the American town expression." - Journal in Spain's loss of her North American
dimension
to our knowledge of the dynamics
claim." - Hispanic American Historical
of the West
of
civilizations,
and to man's effects on his
Reg. $11.95
Sale Price $5 R.eview. Judged Best Western Book of 1976 world."- Human Behavior
by Westerners International
Felix Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Reg. $12
Sale Price$4
Sale Price $5 Reg. $9.50
Law by Felix Cohen. A facsimile of Cohen's.
1942 work, which gave "to Indians useful Dancing Gods: Indian Ceremonials of New Methods and Theories of Anthrppological
weapons in the struggle that every minority Mexico and Arizona by Erna Fergusson. Genetics edited by M.H. Crawford and P,L.
"Highly readable ... Definitely a must for Workman. "It is publication of books like
must wage to maintain its liberties."
the
Southwestern bookshelf." New this which confirms that anthropological
Reg. $25
Sale Price $12.50
Mexico Magazine
genetics has come of age." - Annals of
Indian Painters & lf11ite Patrons by J .J. Reg. $7.50
Sale Price $2 Human Biology
Brody. "I do recommend this book to
Sale Price $7.50
anyone interested in Indian painting, if for First Maif West: Stagecoach Lines on tlze Reg. $20
no other reason than for the soul-searching it Santa Fe Trail by Morris F. Taylor. "Filf[sl a The Mexican Cinema: /Jtterviews with
ought to cause many a collector and definite gap in knowledge by providing a Thirteen Directors by Beatriz Reyes Nevares,
curator." - 'Richard Conn, Arizona history ... from 1850 to 1880... [when! the "Concise and pertinent interviews on ... the
Santa Fe Trail continued to be a vital link in
Republic
·objective problems of the contemporary
Reg.$15
Sale Price $7 the transportation system of the far south- Mexican cinema ·and their causes." ' west."- American Historical Review
Library Journaf
The Painter and the Photograph: From
Sale Price$5
Reg. $9.95
Sale Price $5
/Jefaci'oix to Warhol by 'Van Deren Coke. Reg. $10
"This is a book that should be in every ar- Guide to the New Mexico Mountains by
tist's library, whatever medium in which they Herbert E. Ungnade. "A practical com- Pursuit of the Ancient Maya.: Some
Archaeologists of Yesterday by Robert L.
pendium full of maps and helpful details.··
work.'' ~Artweek
Brunhouse. "Warm, sympathetic, and
Reg. $32
Sale Price $16 - Westways
Reg, $7.50
Sale Price $3 compelling account of the lives and
... contributions [of! seven archaeologists of
i-~-~~-~-ll:fl~ll!aM-;i Tlte Land of Poco Tiempo by Charles F.
.the
first half of this century in Middle
~
.
lA Lummis. "Much of this book reads as an
America."- Artgaflery.
almost desperate plea for the simple virReg. $8.95
Sale Price$4
tues."- Journal of the West
Reg. $5
Sale Price $3
Roosel'elt and Batista: Good ' Neighbor
Diplomacy
in Cuba, 1933-1945 by Irwin F.
)i The Anglo-Spanish Slruggfe for
~ Politics in New Mexico by Jack E. 'Holmes.
Gellman.
"An
excellent case study of how
Mosquitia
l'l "A highly sophisticated study of the political
the
United
States
was able to maintain and
~
l•hmtier AmtySketches
lA process in New Mexico from statehood to the
strengthen its political and economic control
t!! Generall'ope and U.S. ltuflan Policy
~ Great Society.'' - Social Science Quarterly
over Cuba while seeming to relinquish it.''~
11: The l.a.ft Face: limily /Jickinsort 's
~ Reg. $7.95
Sale Price$4
W
Marwscl'ipts
~ The Spanish-Americans of Nell' Me:dco: A Hispanic American Hi.>torica/ Review
Sale Price $2
W llir1 Grande Wettmcks.' Mexican
l'l Heritage of l't•ltfe by Nancie L. Gonzalez. , Reg. $12
W
Migrant Workers
; "The b~st study of Mexican-Americans on Sixteenth-Century Mexico: The Work of
a one-stage level." - Llwice
Sahagun edited by Munro S. Edmonson. "A
Sale
Price
$3
Reg. $7.95
mainr. contribution to the study of Aztec
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i New Paperbacks

IJ

I

for$1 and$2

I

*The Chokecherry Tree by Frederick ~
Manfred
Sale Price$!
111 Reg. $2.95
~ *The Conquest of Don Pedro by
~ Harvey Fergusson
lt
U Reg $2 95
Sale Price$! ill
*Fm:
Cibola by Paul Horgan
~ Reg. $2.95
Sale Price$!
*(;rant of Kingdom by Harvey ~
I!! Fergusson
~ Reg.$3.45
SalePrice$1 ~
f.( Mexican
Americans Tomotro w:
Hducational and Economic Per- l'l
.11Jectives edited by Gus Tyler
ill
~ Reg. $4.95
Sale l'rice $1
t!! 111e Northern Colonial Frontier, !607·
~ 1763 by Douglas Edward Leach
~
~ Reg. $4.95
Sale Price $2
~ /'/ural Society in the Southwest edited l':l
u by Edward H. Spicer and Raymond H. 1A
Thompson
m Rcg.$3.95
Salel'rice$1
~ The l?eJ•o/utionary fi·ontier, 1763~ 1783 by Jack M. Sosin
u Neg \4 Y5
Sale l'rice$2
7/w.
Frontier: TransMississippi West, 186.'1-1890 by Oscar ill
111 0. Winther
: .Reg. $4.95
Sale Price$2
~ *!·i·01n the Zlo Books series, recipiei1t ~
11: q( Special A ward in /977.from Border
~ Rl.'}!ional Library Association
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PERSONALS

LOST: mnlc Malumut~:Jcollir.. An~wcr~ 10 Kilo. 247Jlift.Wht.,bm.,blk,R(!'wan.!.
11111

DON'T 00 HOME FOR TIIANKSCJIVING witlmtll
knowing if you arc one uf tile following crowd:
'fl,hy Aucncio, Mdanic C:'nrvcr, Dorothy Feinberg,
Tina Medin\~. Elimbeth Oudd, 1\lnn Duma.~. David
Shaw. Conluct Ctns-;ified Ad\'Crthing, Marron
Hnll,/{m, Hl5on:all277·5656.
Jl/16

~(9~ [!!!J)W(£)(9

CPl?CI'Ilr:9 ~A!DfnQ!D

ACCURATE INFOR.MATION ABOUT ~·ontracen·
tion, ~terllilalion, abortion, R1ght to Chno\1! 294·
0171.
•
112/3

Monduy Nitc Football, ))ug·~. Sud~. Green Chilie
Stcw-alltlt Ned'\!
11114

0

u

·~

Turnovers Hurt #Pack In Tucson

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
UNM football team coughed
" upThe
the ball seve1i times and the
S Arizona Wildcats took advantage
" of it to post a 15-13 Western
~
il.. Athletic Conference win Saturday.
night in Tucson.
The win upped the 'Cats WAC
mark to 2-3 while the 'Pack
dropped to 1-4. Also, Arizona's
win gave the departing WAC team
final possession of the Kit Carson

::E

z"

Rifle, which UNM and Arizona
have fought for for 37 years.
Neither team was able to mount
an offensive threat in the first
quarter as both defenses held tight.
The first stanza ended in a 0-0
deadlock.
The host Wildcats drew first
blood as place kicker Lee Pistor
booted a 44 yard field goal to put
the 'Cats on top,
Pistor again booted a threethis one from 34
out

Of all the ways
to RlaY records,

J.VC ~. tl1e most precise.

gJYmg the Wildcats a slim 6-0
halftime lead over'UNM.
The first touchdown of the game
came on a nine-yard run by Lobo
freshman running back Jimmy
Sayers. Jim Raynes tacked on the
p»int after to put UNM ahead for
the first and last time
Quarterback Noel Mazzone,
running the option well all night,
had several key runs in the drive, as
did senior tailback Don Barnes.
An interception and a fumble
forced by the Arizona defense,
helped the Wildcats put nine quick
points on the bo::u d, giving the
'Cats a 15-7 lead. Both final
Arizona scores came in the final
quarter.
With time running out, Mazzone,
in for an injured C.J. Jones, drove
the Lobos 82 yards for the score
with Sayers going in from the one.
With the score 15-13, UNM

elected to go for the two points to at
least be assured of a tie, but the
attempt fell short.
Mazzone had lined up his team
and then called a time out. The
junior signal caller again brought
the 'Pack up to the line, and again
called a timeout. The officials did
not allow UNM to call two consecutive timeouts and penalized the

CONTACTS?? Polishing & !iO[Utiom. C'a\cy Optical

Compnny,

255·~736,

tfn

PASSPORT, lMMIGRATION, f. D. photo~. ~.owr;~1
fll'it·e~ in town. Fast, plca~lng. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard NE.
11/IH
Gt\Y I.IHERATION CLUB starting Thurs. 7·12
p.m.; Sun. 2-10 p.ril, Gay~ only. 255·4409. , 1J/22
ELVIS WADE re·live~ Elvis Prc~ley in concert: Friday, December 2, 1977, 7:30p.m.; Albuquerque
Ci\'ic Auditorium, Ticket_~ avQiJable al nil Tickct-

'Pack five yard for delay of game.
With the ball on the eight-yard
line, Mazzone rolled right but was
stopped at the Wildcat four.
The Lobos play their last two
games of the season at home at they
host WAC foes Wyoming next
weekend and Utah the following.
The loss put UNM's season mark
at 4·1i.

llH\'>lcroutlct~.

11115

DESPERATELY NEED old-fa~hioned Tiffany Co~c
gla~~ fmm Wlwtaburgcr to complete my set! \'-.'ill
pay Sl.50. K11ren, 277-4278.
11/]4
NOW! NUNZIO'~ l111~ whole wheal plna .. ,Jcrrific
crust! Sicilian pfna ... i~ a <olicc of deli gill! Regular
is regularly Hlperb. 107 Corn~·ll SE,
11117
SINGLE? Meet sirH'Cre member.~ of the oppmite sex.
Ca\II)ATE!.INE to1J.frct;: ~00-45 1-3245,
11128
MOM, woit 'till ne11;1 year, We'll be silling in the Diamoml Club "ck•bruting the Mcts third pennant.
Love, your -~On.
11/16
WANTED. A~·tive membcn for The Committee for
the On-going Re\'alutiOJI, Don't ju~t Mand there!
Dt) mmething.J Join Now! For information write,
COMFORT, 605 W. 47th Street, K<~no,a~ Chy, MO,
11/14
64112.

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace ('orp~. Ortcgn 233.
277·5907.
f~
LOST: thln guld chain, \-idnity John,on Gym.
Heward. 2fl8·7264.
II: 14
LOST: 12.wcck oran.ge ~triped male en!. On
('olumhin SE. Call 25!i·8872; uwner \Ufrcrlng

LOBO STATS

llt14

r:OlJND: key\ tn a\h Ira~· in Mitchell Hall, I 117,

ClaimMarwnlfull, Rm, 10~.
11116
LOST: notebook in l'lmnc booth, Vall• & Central
IVi.-71, Plcme ~;all294·8186 or.345-7H2R.
1,1 i ft

ARIZONA IS, NEW ME.XICO 13
F1rsl downs - UNM 21, UA IS; \'aro.
. rushing- UNM 51·327, UA 67-327; Yards
passing - UNM 139, UA 14; Passing UNM 10.22-4, UA 2·14·2; Totnl olleme-

wall~;!.

3.

WiiiCummingo,,

ll/14

SERVICES

Qll. TYPING St;:IWICF. A complct(' lYping. and

L•ditnriol "~~:em. Tcdvlil'al, gl'!ll'ral, legal, mcdil:al,
~ehoiU\[ic. Churh& table•. 345-2125.
12.12
I.~AT.~KAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Cnll PFNM R42-!1200.
tf1o
TYPING; MA, Englhh, on-carnpu~. 29fi·H51i4.
f\
SERVE in the Pca~·e Corp~. Onegn 23J, 277-5907. f~
I!DITORii\L ASSISTANCE on rJh,er!Qtion~.
repmh, prnpo~al~. \Cripts. Frauengln'>' A~\oeiatcs,
344-8)44.
11/IR
EXPERT T\'PINCI, ~O(t-4$67.
ll/16
TYPIST EXPI!RJENCEO. Medical, legal, ap·
prai,nl~. manmcrlph, general. 266-4770,
11/14
JE\VEI.RY - predou~ stone\ C()lnplimcnted w/~ilver
or gold, ~uo,torn mndc. Call ~77-4891. Ideal for
('hri~tma~ gift,c,.
II/IS
TYPING, l ~t.quillil)'· SSJ. 7787.
t fn
F.'\PERT TYPING. Rea\onablc rale.~. 266·3953.

11/18
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOI) and Phologrpphy
(inllcry i~ Lf~ block rrom John~on G)'·m on Con1cll.
Spcdnl mdcnenkc,
11114
VOLVO REPAIR; also -~ewe part\. Reasonable,

guaranteed. t-.·fikc-,247-9083 C\'cs,
ll/18
LEGAL SERVICI!S.UNM Ltm School Clinknl Law
PrJlltTIIm offer~ legnJ \crvicc~ for '>tudcnts and .~tar f.
Furni\hcJ by qunliried law student<;; under racuhy
\Upcn!,ion, Availability limited to thmc who~oe
a"ch and income do not c.~~·ced cstnbli•hcd guideline~. s:wo regiwation r~e. Call 277-2913 or 2773(1()4 for lnrormation and appointment.\,
ll/14

4. HOUSING

LOST AND FOUND

'iC\erc dcrre~-.ion.

FOUND: an honc\l pcr\on, than~~ for murnin(!.my

U'Til.ITJf!S PAID. Col)' I bedroom cottage, l'cn..:cd,
hlod,, 10 UNM. $115.00 :!62·1751, Valley Rentals.
SJCUIO fcc.
ll/l(j

TYPING SERVICE
• Professional
• Reasonable
• IBM Selectrics
268 .8515
Kinko's
2312 Central

SHAI.AKO

INN

hu">

deluxe cfrlciendr<>

rrom

$145.00, LUilitic~ paid. C.'ity bu~ -~crvit:e dOI\-11

Central a\'nilablc. Aranmcnt in~.:ludc-~ modern
~ildll'll. l.ounge, re~tauranl & ~wimming pool on
premi'>c~. l~t)(JI Central NF.. 299-0434.
ll/2
1-'ENCED PRIVACY: earpcted 4 room home, p'ltio.
Nuw $120.00. 2fl2-115i, V;tlh;y R~tn\111~. $30.00 rcc.
l]/j(,

3 BlOCKS TO l INM: I bcdromn, bilh pl.\hl, $SS.OO.
2(12-17~ 11' Volley Remnt<>. $30.0fl r,_..,1 J /16
SPM'JOUS NE\V FFFICihNC'Y; lltili!ic!', nald,
$10'i 00. One mile fromllNM. 243-0R74 e\ c-.. l I /15

5.

FORSALE

MMWI.l. UD <."·90 ea~~cttt:~. $~.00 ~w.:h Mininmm
order 'i;.;. l·rcc local deHvcry 'inmc week. fircny,
Bo:o; 758.3, H7l04. 25fH49.5.
12/2
20 USl!D PORTABLE TV'-.. $30,(J() to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 2SS·S987.
1/27
SINGER FUTURA riBlag <;ewing mr.::hinc. Ton of
line. ~till gmtrantc~·d. Auto. bobl1ill winder. t:om·
puteri7cU buuonholcr, IOO's or fan~)' Mitd1c~. Reg,
$800.00; now $150.00 CiHh. 821·4256.
J 1/14
DlAL·O-MA'TIC zig-:.:ag sewing_ rn;whim:, m<~kc~
blltltlllholc~. ~ew~ on bll!lun~. 11\0IJUf,T<llll~. withotll
nllachment ~. $27.00 antltn kc Olttchim:. 2fJB-4J9~.
II r15
NUW SONY TRINATRON. llnt:lnimcd lay-n-wny.
C'olm TV, brand new, guarantee, no down payment. $7,75 rcr month till bnlancc i~ paid off. 266~R71.
11/15
OUt TO DIVORCE. \Viti \<lcrllkc cquiw. Red
Cl:t"'ic Ill and <lltachrncnt~. Aw1me pnymcnt\ of
$7.00 month. new guarantee. 2M-5872.
ll/15
PIONI::ER REPOSSESS/·D STf-RFO. Coml'letc
~tcrco ·;y~tcm, rull ~i7cd turntable, big'>pcakers, big
AMIFM ~tereu, tape plnyer, A<,\tJmc pa)•ment~,
$7.R2 per t_nonth. U!R-4194,
11/l!'i
Sl EI~EO KENWOOD- PION[F.ft -· DUAL, one·
renr-old. (\N $835.00 nc1;., Offer mer $450.00.
420 E~nanolaSF, Ant A.
I 1/14
PANASONIC A~-1-FM S'll'REO rcl'ch·cr & S·trac:k
player, $150.110 or be~t offer. Cull 2tl6-D770. 5·11

p.m.

HARRIS T\VI·.E!D ~Pllrl o:OOt\~ highe\t q11ality woof.
fwlll $50.00 pitt\. !)ilk~. herHJr;, h:athers, im['lon~d
~·lnthing.. Freed Co., 4U O.•nh'tLI Ave., NW, AIIJu.
qut:orquc, N.M.
11121
H\.TA-SOUND CAMERA & PROJl-C'lOR. Ne\er
~~~~d. $2~0J>O fm b(Hh. Cllll6:'i-4tH(I.
111 JO
'IJt'K E·1S to r;Jvi'l- Ptc\lc-y·., number am: im)1n;o.,,mn·
i'>t "l:hh Wad~·· m i,'!.lll'''rl hid~}'. l)('~,:crnl1er 2,
1977, 7:1\l tun.; A'P'~<I•It.'tqUc ('i~ir..: Audnorium.
lkkcl\u~ailahlt:ul Dtt Ticketm:Ner outlet~. It,. If.
l·.PIPliONl·

HOI.I.QW.nODY

El.[CI K[('

_(,~!l'f AR. $150.00, 2.~.~·01·1~.

llt!(i
MMtAJ\ ~I fi II:RH) Al\lPUFif~R. ~.'i \Hill'> per
~ha.nncl Pri\1inc, S 12.5,00. ;!94-HR41, (J.? p.m.
11-'16
!W 21 CAl.('ULATOR. Nc\cr m~d; lllCludc., optiunal <~pplii;alitlll~ bouk $7.' .0<1. ('otll uflcr 6:00 or
wc~·kcnd,, UJR·2~:i9.
11116
1976 YAMAHA DOfK-500, SI300.on. SOOO mj, 8')7.
II.J50;~1tcr:t JMll.
11116

6.

Ei~1PLOYMENT

Work In the Pl:ACE CORPS. Ortclla 2-JJ. 277·

soo1. r..

WJ\NT[l) PARf -li.\<W. help n~ .~c~;unty Ounrd\,
flour' n~ll.ibkk, (all S.J.A., 242·5261,
1212
OVERSl:I\S JOBS· \Ummcr'.-')-'l:Olr•rolln>l. hrrOJlC, ~.
Am!;rka, All\tralin, 1\\in, etc. All ficlr.h, $$(}[).
$1200 monthly. h;pcn-.c\ pai~J. ~ight'ic-Clllg. Free in·
•forntatinn - \-1 rill!' l ntcrnationnl Jub Center, l)cpt.
NU, Uo.\ 449tl, ncrk<:lcy, ("1\ 94704.
•114
·\DDR!·%1-"RS WANTH) imm~di<~tcly! Wurk Ill
hnmc - no e\pericncc ncce\<,ary - c;~;ccllelll pay.
\\'rile American Service, !l.J50 Park I unc, Suite
2filJ, D;tfla~. TX 75231.
11116
('H~L Sl:A ~T H.I~ET PUU BE:A TS tiH.' new minimum
\\ag.c. Kite.: hen help \lnrtin!! Jl<IY $2.f1Sthr. Wnitcr&
wQitrc.~' opening\ lnailable, \Uper pny ---~oupcr lip~,
Apply in l'mon, Coro11ado Center. P~rt or full
tune, d~~ ur ni1tht ~hir1~.
12'1

.,.,

li·MP£lRARY PART Tll\lf cmplovmcm: ')Jil>·ltl·
Sd11JDI Pwgrom, Khtltmtl Af•U. Juh\ indudc: 00
cngin~t'rill& mdc.,, rnnth atdc~. rh~·w.:al 'lcit-ncc
ukJc,, dl'Jk~~o & dt'tk·tvpt\U. J>11~·: SU0/1tr.
$4.2~/hr. t\ppl~ tlnough Work·Stm.Jy Offu:c, Mc~n
Vir,la llrtll. Kirtland i' an l·q11l.ll Op11mHmr1y fontJIIov~·r.
12/2 ~

--z" ...

"

2::

PAlO TVvlf· lfl.l P NH·i)LJ). $40().(XI nmruhh·
C'itll~fii·45R~. H p.m. onl)'.
11114

""0rr

PAH T ll ~fl; WORJ\ - t:ill' bc arrnrllit•ll.around )t)ur
'~h~dulc. l.un~h hmtr' r~quiH·d 11·:10. I :.'\(1, t\\)J'IlY
{)r,:r Wicnct\l:hflllnl, {,l)IJ[ I oma .. Nl .
111\4
Ml\ltRIH> 'i n~m·NT 1o ln·c <H motel O\ nuc
ITI:J!lO[lcr in cx~;hattl!e ltlr Up I. hnnO~·r I odpc, 6JOO
C'cmral\!-,2.~(l.J57fi
11..-17

t)

e.
.:::
t""

0

Cf'

\VAI11U·SS WANTOl; B00\1 tlr,.,. lo.IU\l be 21 or
tll~cr. Appl~· at Pilln 11ut, 1020 Juom ·1 aht) NF.
I I. I R

9

z0
"
~
<

7.

TRAVEL

.,"

-

TllllMII lliU.:U? AdY('rtl~hlJ: fur u rid~ In lhl'
I.OUO'!i 'l'nncl !<il'rllun Is b~Ucr thllrl ~'oUr rnrd·
bourd plneurd, 2.17-S(i51J
11118

-~

_,
_,

\0

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Wl'·AVf: your tmn X·ma .. gil!~-. qu1ck., ineJt;pcm[\'c,
untl\llill, J \~cek t:our~e~tht; \\-'c;l\Cr'' !-itur.lio, 205
SuHtfmtlSJ·,2fr1;·9100.
11/43
WHAT IS 1\ C'OI l Hit; INN? We tltl Ihe cooking&,
dcaning, you ~lo the ~ludying. ~0.1 A~h Nf~, ~4J2RRJ.
11tl4

HH.P WANI 1-.IJ, 18 or 0\Cr. Ap)lly Suhwuy San·
lh\idlc\. HOI~l Menu.tl Nf:.
11116

II ;J4

n1~~

""n

HAYA'r SHALOM

Recorded. Message
Phone 296·8568

Makors of Hand Maclo
Indian Jewolry
TOWN

\

UNM466,·UA 341; ReiUrn yardnge-

UNM 78, UA 51. Fumbles·lost- UNM 4-J,
UA 0·0; Penalties·yords - UNM 10·122,
UA 8·70: Punts·average ~ UNM 741.3,
UA 5-54.2.
New Mexico
0 0 7 6-13
Arizona
0 6 0 9-!S
UA- FG Lee Pi~tor 44: UA- FG Pistor

JVC

JVC Ql·7· Quartz.locked Turntable.

Direct·drlve motor with quartz·locked
servo for constant, accurate speed at
331/a & 45 rpm, Exclusive JVC gimbal
susnens,lon Tracing Hold tonearm. II·
luminatcd slrobe, Resonant·free base &
dust cover.
JVC Jl.f50 Fully Automatic Direct· <'
Drive Turntable. Up front controls for
operation with dust cover closed. Auto·
malic lead·in, return and shutoff. One
thru six replays, or contmuous. Speed
control. Anti·skate. 2 speeds. Base &
dust cover. ·

ACROSS .

Sayers l n.t!) ipass failed). A- 40,500.

Koroso. Qualifies
For Nationals

JVC Jl·A40 Scmi·Autorilatic Direct·
Drive Turntable. Automatic tonearm re·
turn and shutoff. Tracing Hold arm
With gimbal suspension. 2·way viscous
cueing, Anti·skate. Illuminated strobe.
2 speeds. Base & dust cover.
JVC Jl.f30 Fully Automatic Turntable.

Automatic tonearm lead·in, return and
shutoff. Repeat play from one to six
times, or continuously. Bell·drive mo·
tor. Oil damped cueing, Anti·skate. 2
speeds, Base & dust cover.

COMBINE ANY OF THESE
OUTSTANDING JVC COMPONENTS
WITH A JVC TURNTABLE
FOR A TOP PERFORMANCE SYSTEM.
JVC SGOO II AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
JVC's best. 120 watls/ch. min, RMS,
8 ohms, 20·20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.
Exclusive S.E.A. graphic equalizer 5·
zone tone control.
JVC S200 II AM/FM SIIU'eo Receiver.
A great performer. 35 watts;ch. min.
RMS, 8 ohms. 20·20,000 Hz, with no
more than 0.5% total harmonic distor·
tion. Twin power and tuning meters.
FM muting,

JVC K0·75 Cassette Deck. Features ex·
clusive Super ANRS noise reduction, 5
peak·reading LEOs, Sen·AIIoy head and
unique Recording/EO switch. MIG/LINE
mixing. Front·loading.
JVC KD·15 Cassette Deck with Dolby.
JVG's lowest priced front·loading
model. Highlights auto·stop, biasjEQ
sw1tches and 5 LED peak level indica·
tors. Connect a timer for absentee re·
cording.
JVC SK·1000 3·Way Speaker System.
New Phase Moire technology. Solid
bass blends with smooth midrange and
crisp highs. Mid & high frequency con·
trol. 170 watts (peak), 85 waits RMS.

Available af these
JVC Spotlight dealers

HUDSON'S AUDIO 7611 Menaul NE, Albuquerque o HI Fl HOUSE 3011 Monte Vista
NE, Albuquerque (\)

By ED JOHNSON
job. He's got a good shot at AllLOBO Sports Writer
American."
The season ended, Saturday, for
Sammy Kipkurgat finished 29th
all but one ofUNM's cross country in 31:30; Peter Butler 31st in 31:33;
runners, as the Lobo team failed to David Segura, 66th in 32:53 and
qualify for the national meet with Stanley Waquie, 73 in 33:12.
its 7th place finish in the NCAA
Texas-El Paso, the defending
Dist. 7 meet in Salt Lake City.
NCAA champions took the meet as
Lobo Harrison Koroso finished expected with 36 points. UNM had
nith and qualified for nationals as 208 points.
one of the four runners who
Wyoming, who finished 2nd with
qualified for nationals even though 70 points, had the top qualifier in
their team did not. ·
Samson Kilili, who completed the
"I feel great. I like it so much," course in 29:09.
Koroso said of he 10,000-meter
Silverberg said, "We didn't have
run.
the strength we need to compete
"UNM coach Bill Silverberg with some of those schools.
said, "Harrison did a suoer, super Hopefully we' It remedy that."
"Cross country is all over with.
The kids trained real hard. Their
places speak for themselves," the
coach said.
Koroso said, "I was up for it.
This is the ultimate goal. I have
been preparing for it all saeson."
"The top eight runners are all
long-distance runners," Koroso,
who's best race is the steeple-chase.
I<:oroso, Kipkurgat and Waquie
are freshman, while Buller and
Segura are sophomores.
Kipkurgat is ranked number one
in the world in the 800-meter indoors and Mark Romero, also a
member of the cross country team,
is the top American in the same
event.
"Cross country was a good
sound base for the indoor seasort
for these guys," Silverberg said.
Koroso said, "It was a real tough
course and I was running against all
of the best runners of this area."
"I think I can do better. I hope to
do better," Koroso said,

MONDAY
.NIGHT
FOOTBALL
relax and
watch the game
on one of
our2 TV's

G~me-Time

Special

For every pitcher
of beer purchased
during Monday
nights football
game, you receive a
tlcketgoodforone
chance to win a
regulation football!

$}50

Big 60 oz.

pitcher

Kick off to Final gun

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Penn. and Menaul 299-9924

Brigham Young, 74 points, and
Arizona, I 05 points, also qualified
for the national meet Nov. 21 a!
Pullman, Wash.
"As always, we could hrve done
better, but it wasn't bad. The kids
worked out very hard," Silverberg
;aiel.

path
58 Rising again
62 Establish
firmly
63 Old
womanish
64 Inherits: 2
words
66 StOUP.S
67 While frost
68E:nillrig.for ·
the or idol
69 Corn silk
70 Lab heater
71 Standard

f·

)

l

,,\,
j
•

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Friday's Puzzle Solved:
5 Hall: Prefix
9 Keeps away
from
14 Tree-snake
15 Oil country
16 Wig~am"s
relabve
17 Phone company
employees
19 Appraiser
20 Very much
21 Dock
worker
DOWN
23 Balance
I
Plants
colsheet items
lectively
25 Dirty places
2 Runs easily
26 Furnishes
3 Tracts
with
4 Most cordial 24
~r pen
stitches
27 S. Chllla
5
Baseball
47 European
28Fence
statistic
~ea
gulf
49
Adorn: Incrossings
29 Rich soli
formal
6
Sensuous
32 Loss of
30 Man's name
lreedon
31 Observes 52 Wall recess
love.
7 Reta1l
es- 32 Plant fungus
.
53 Trea t WI"th
37 Sleeping
bl'
h
1 1
sound
a
33 This: Sp.
disdain
38 UCLA's rival 81~f~~xs
34 S?ope of vi- 55 P'?em divi39Nasal
Sian,
s.Jon
Roadways
passages 109 Steers
to
35 F!JR s ere a- 56 P1erce
41 Tap drink
h .2
lion
57----- cellar
42Grave
!a~~~·
36 Prehistoric 58 Riff's
45 Groupo!
are
mound .
partnm
Can. pro- 11 "What
you __ --?" 40 Mud deposit 59 Chern.
vinces
12 ____ -do-~ell 43 Offends
su!fix
48Sawbuck
1"> Dry up: var. 44 Make
60 Chma:
50 Town map
~
unhappy
Comb. form
51 Twirls
1B Fall !lower 46 Waterproof 61 Fed.
54 Follows a
sheets: In- 65 Epoch
22 ----a-vis
. 1 F•ull

· UNM gymnast Perry Genovese performs on the high
bar during Friday night's compulsory exercises with the
Czechoslovakian International teams.

THE PRECISION
CHOICE IN MANUAL
AND AUTOMATIC TURNTABLES.
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34; UNM -Jimmv Sn~·ers 9 run (Jim
Haynes kick); VA -~ Dean Se;hock 11 run
(pass lailrdJ; VA ··- FG Pistor 34: UNM-

PA
Weno\v
shorten
fashion pants
forF'REE

'(

Snn.-Thurs.
NEXT DAY SERVICE
Fri. & Sat.
SAME DAY SERVICE

CEXBRAL
STORES
Ill Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE
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